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ITHAKA
OUR MISSION
ITHAKA is a not-for-profit organization that helps the
academic community use digital technologies to preserve
the scholarly record and to advance research and
teaching in sustainable ways.
We pursue this mission by providing three innovative services that
aid in the adoption of these technologies and create lasting impact:
JSTOR, Portico, and Ithaka S+R.

At ITHAKA, our passion drives us to make the world smarter. Our mission comes
to life in four service areas.

Artstor Artstor provides 2+
million high-quality images
and digital asset
management software to
enhance scholarship and
teaching.

Ithaka S+R Ithaka S+R
provides research and
strategic guidance to help
the academic and cultural
communities serve the public
good and navigate
economic, technological, and
demographic change.

JSTOR One of the world's
leading academic
databases, JSTOR powers
the research and learning
of 6 million users each
month.

Portico Portico, a
community-supported digital
archive, preserves over
564,000 e-books and ejournals for future scholars.

Goals

1. Serve “unaffiliated scholars” no

longer attending a JSTORparticipating institution;
2. Serve those users by working
with participating institutions
and allow them to build closer
relationships with their alumni;

Challenges:
JSTOR

In 2018, there were 335,972,788
unique visits to JSTOR.org and
138,751,939 “content accesses”
There were an *additional*
70,494,222 access attempts from
“unaffiliated” or
“unauthenticated” sources
95 million users “turned away”
from JSTOR content originated at
Google.com; 20 million
originated at Scholar.google.com

EARLY
JOURNAL
CONTENT

» Free access to archival journal
content published pre-1923 in
the US and pre-1870
elsewhere
» 500,000+ articles from 200+
titles
» Free to anyone, without
registration or institutional
affiliation

REGISTER
& READ

» Free, read-only access to
1,500+ journals
» Limited to archival journals
» Users sign up through
MyJSTOR and read 3 articles
every 14 days
» Broadens access among
users unaffiliated with
participating institutions

JPASS

» Individual access plan
covering most archival
journals on JSTOR
» Unlimited reading and
limited downloading
» Monthly and annual options
available
» Robust access for
independent scholars and
others with limited JSTOR
access

DEVELOPING
NATIONS ACCESS
INITIATIVE &
AFRICAN ACCESS
INITIATIVE

The Developing Nations
Access Initiative reduces or
eliminates archival journal
fees on JSTOR in select
countries.
Participating institutions
receive unlimited access to
all or most of the archival
journal content on JSTOR.
This includes more than 20
archival journal collections,
as well as JSTOR’s four
primary source collections.
The African Access Initiative
eliminates archival journal
fees for JSTOR for any
academic or not-for-profit
institution in Africa.

Global 4-year higher
education;

JSTOR
COMMUNITIES

Community colleges;
Secondary schools;
Public Libraries;
Museums;
For-profit academic;
Corporate & for-profit;
Government & not-forprofit research
organizations;

Challenges:
Participating
Institutions

Maintaining a connection with
alumni after they have left the
institution;
Lifelong learning opportunities;
Recruitment & retention;
Revenue opportunity for alumni
associations;
Source of collaboration and
fundraising for libraries
specifically

American
University's
Bender
Library:
Friends of the
Library

Served 2007-2011 on the
University Librarian’s Strategic
Advisory Board
Strategic discussion on future of
Friends of the Library group
How to create affinity with alums
for the library?

ALUMNI
ACCESS
PILOT: 20092012

Pilot began in January, 2009 with
Columbia University;
Eight additional institutions were
added by the end of the spring,
2009
Extended to 50 institutions
through 2012
Goals: learn about value to
library; measure usage;
determine access and fee models

Lessons Learned
• Initiative of the library
• New initiative altogether
• Partnership opportunity for library &
alumni relations
• A few turf scuffles
• Easiest when alum access strategy &
access method already in place

• Usage wasn’t the most important
metric
• Mission of serving affiliated users
• Direct relationships for fundraising
& collaboration
• Segmenting alum users from gen pop
users
• Fees paid by library budget, alumni
association, or gifts

ALUMNI ACCESS
JSTOR’s goal is to make the content on the platform
available to everyone who wants access to it, and to do
so in a way that ensures its sustainability.
The Alumni Access Program lets eligible colleges and
universities provide alumni with full access to the same set of
archival journals collections available to students and faculty.
» 10% of institution’s JSTOR Annual Access Fee
» Alumni access must be separate from matriculating, authorized
users

2019: 142 Alumni Access Participants

ALUMNI
ACCESS
NUMBERS:
2018

142 institutions;
1,959,379 alumni content
accesses
Largest: Oxford University,
261,610 alum content accesses
Largest as percentage of overall
JSTOR use: Catholic Theological
Union (31% of JSTOR use)
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